NAPOLEON
BONAPARTE

250TH ANNIVERSARY

Ajaccio 2019

#Napoleon250 #Ajaccio
Ajaccio celebrates the 250th anniversary
of the Birth of Napoleon Bonaparte
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« It is vital for us to appropriate our past »
Laurent Marcangeli,
Mayor of Ajaccio, President of the Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays Ajaccien (Urban
Community of Greater Ajaccio).
250 years ago, on 15 August of the year 1769, as tradition so states, a certain Napoleon
Bonaparte was born on the day of the feast of the Assumption … An important holiday for
Corsicans, a symbolic date which would augur an exceptional destiny.
In 2019, Ajaccio has a rendezvous with History. One which is now part of universal heritage
and which, through this illustrious figure, has made our city the cradle of the rise of a man
and his family.
As soon as our municipal team took on its duties, we already touched on the idea of promoting
the image of Napoleon I. Without him, Ajaccio would not have become what it is today and
this great man still has a lot to bequeath to us.
We intend to make this world-renowned historic figure a key asset for our city’s economic,
touristic and cultural development.
With the cooperation of Jean-Pierre Aresu, Deputy in charge of promoting Napoleonic
heritage, of Pierre Pugliesi, President of the Office Intercommunal de Tourisme (OIT) of
Philippe Perfettini, Municipal Heritage Curator and coordinator of this great project, and of
the CAPA (Urban Community of Greater Ajaccio), we wished to write a chapter, leave a great
trace in 2019 devoted to the Emperor and the Bonapartes.
The time has come to enjoy this 100% Napoleonic year with its myriad of events and projects,
which is designed as a link between the future and the past. An opportunity for the people
of Ajaccio and for passionate visitors to reclaim this heritage, this history, this legacy. Inform,
share and trigger emotions, we hope that by the end of this historic year we will have fulfilled
this mission of public interest, because to look to the future in the best way possible, we need
to appropriate our past.
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2019:

A year devoted
to the Emperor

T

he year 2019 heralds a new start
for the attractiveness of the Imperial City.
For the 250th anniversary of Napoleon’s
birth, Ajaccio will be living and breathing
Napoleonic-style. Through a rich events
programme and the launch of strategic
urban projects, the City intends to reinstate the figure of Napoleon at the centre
of Ajaccio’s identity and ensure it boosts
the attractiveness of the area nationally
and internationally.
To this end, the municipality draws on
the participation of all its departments,
institutional, community and private
partners. Through its involvement
with the Villes Impériales Association
and with the European Federation of
Napoleonic Cities, Ajaccio was awarded
the Destination Napoleon label in 2015.
An acknowledgement which offers it the
opportunity to communicate the worth of
its heritage.
This 100% Napoleonic programme which
runs throughout this symbolic year has
already been rolled out across several
different fields: culture, heritage, tourism,
education, key development projects…
etc.
In order to re-establish this link with the population of Ajaccio and to ensure this symbolic year
will be unforgettable, the municipality has initiated a myriad of actions around a rich programme
to reach a large audience.
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Three questions for…
Jean-Pierre Aresu, Deputy Mayor in charge of
promoting Napoleonic heritage.
What does the 250th anniversary of Napoleon
mean to Ajaccio ?
It is a source of immense pride for Ajaccio,
Imperial City, to celebrate the birth of its most
illustrious child, Napoleon Bonaparte. Napoleon
is known around the globe, the towns where he
stayed, others where he waged battle, occasionally
those where he only passed through place the
spotlight on his episodes to promote themselves
through him. Yet, no city in the world can claim
to be the birthplace of Napoleon I, Emperor of
the French. So, yes, it’s a source of pride to recall
that Napoleon is Ajaccian. In 2019, Ajaccio has a
rendezvous with history once again. This event will
celebrate the deep bonds between Napoleon and
his birth city. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all branches for their involvement in this
magnificent project which unites us all today.
And after 2019 ?
This year will showcase the first achievements
which we have been working on since 2014 as part
of a strategy designed to reinstate Napoleon at
the centre. A Napoleonic museum will be created.
It was vital for the heart of the Imperial City to
accommodate such a cultural space. The place du
Casone, which hosts the grotto where, according
to the legend, Napoleon would take refuge as a
child, will also be renovated. By centre staging and
landscaping it, the population of Ajaccio will be
provided with an area for strolling and leisure that
it was time to upgrade.
How significant is this event ?
We decided that this year was going to be
ambitious and above all constructive like a link
between the past and the future. Napoleon, a
historic figure, is also a key asset for our city’s
economic, touristic and cultural development.
2019 is a major event for Ajaccio; our ambition
is to capture the same emotion as that of the
1969 bicentenary.

Jean-Pierre Aresu, on the right in the photo
during the Napoleonic days

‟

Yes, it’s a source of pride to
recall that Napoleon was
Ajaccian

„

Starting out from this magnificent setting, a
wealth of symbolic significance appears. The
statue which represents Napoleon in military
regalia, just like he was when he fought the
Battle of Austerlitz, is identical to the one
towering over the courtyard at Les Invalides
in Paris. Perched on his granite pedestal, the
perspective which the statue offers extends
across the representation of the Legion of
Honour to the statue of the First Consul at
place des Palmiers, and on to the port which
we have preserved and which is integrated
in the new place Campinchi. In 2021 we will
commemorate the bicentenary of the death
of the Emperor, which will be an event
from a different perspective. In addition to
this dimension which we wish to give the
Emperor’s native city and, along with urban
developments, the citadel will be reclaimed
and will be, as such, a continuity of the
transformation of Ajaccio which Napoleon
undertook to modernize his city and ensure it
would become the capital of Corsica.
Interview for Ajaccio en Mag’
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Ajaccio member of the
scientific committee of the

Ville Impériale

S

ince 2016, the City of Ajaccio has been a member of the Villes Impériales
association. This association totals 18 member* towns and cities with one thing in
common: rich imperial heritage to be promoted related to the first and/or second
Empire periods.
The leitmotiv around this project is to create a «common token of recognition».
The coverage of this network across France enables member towns and cities to benefit
from real touristic and cultural visibility with the general public and with tourism
professionals.
To do this, the association implements communication and promotional actions during
trade shows and general public events in France and abroad. It also inspires initiatives
at local level focusing on the promotion of imperial heritage.
The Ville Impériale brand was launched in April 2011 driven by Patrick Ollier, Mayor of
Rueil-Malmaison.
*Ajaccio, Autun, Biarritz, Boissy-Saint-Léger, Brienne-Le-Château, Châteauroux,
Fontainebleau, Lamotte-Beuvron, La Roche-sur-Yon, L’Ile d’Aix, Maisons-Laffitte,
Montereau-Fault-Yonne, Nice, Rambouillet, Rueil-Malmaison, Saint-Cloud, Saint-Germainen-Laye, Saint-Leu-la-Forêt.
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Ajaccio labelled

Destination
Napoléon

S

ince 2004, the City of Ajaccio has been a member of the European Federation
of Napoleonic Cities (FECN) created by its President Charles Bonaparte and
directed by Jacques Mattei. Both extremely attached to Corsica chose to establish
the head office in Ajaccio. It took twelve years of work to develop an operational
network led by elected representatives of over sixty European towns and cities,
from Portugal to Russia, from Germany to Italy, Belgium to the Czech Republic,
etc.
In May 2015, this network coverage was rewarded when the «Destination Napoleon»
European cultural route was certified by the Council of Europe.
Ajaccio’s FECN membership is an incredible driver for development in economic
and touristic fields and an opportunity for European and international reach.
Today, the City of Ajaccio, through the active involvement of Jean-Pierre Aresu,
Deputy in charge of promoting Napoleonic heritage, and the town of Corte actively
participate in establishing the «Destination Napoleon» route locally throughout
the Corsica region. The committee’s work focuses on addressing issues related to
staging Napoleonic heritage, to capturing new sectors of the public, to receiving
tourists, etc.
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Ajaccio
From small
market town to
Imperial city
Ajaccio, Bonaparte’s birthplace
Rue Bonaparte, cours Napoléon, avenue du
Premier Consul, boulevard Madame Mère, avenue
Impératrice Eugénie, place d’Austerlitz, rue de
Wagram, rue de Solférino … In Ajaccio, many
thoroughfares honour Napoleon Bonaparte and
his illustrious family. Without taking into account
memorials which are an occasion to trace the
history of this dynasty which presided over the
destinies of Europe. This man, better known
under his regnal reign, Napoleon I, destined for
immense glory, was born on 15 August 1769, the
day of the feast of the Assumption, an important
Marian celebration in Corsica, in the family home
which is today known as the Musée national de la
maison Bonaparte.
He was the second child of Charles, lawyer to the
Executive Council of Corsica and court clerk, and
of Maria Letizia Ramolino, whose marriage had
taken place in 1764. He was born after Joseph
(born in 1768) and before Lucien (1775), Elisa (1777),
Louis (1778), Pauline (1780), Caroline (1782), and
Jérôme (1784).
The tangible and intangible heritage bequeathed
by Napoleon I and his family still impacts contemporary societies.

His measures for restructuring and reforming
the State and society when he came to power
changed the administrative landscape of France.
His native city was not left aside. When he came
to power in 1799, Ajaccio was just a small market
town of 5,000 inhabitants, a small military
garrison which experienced numerous health
issues due to poor-quality water. On 10 June 1801,
Napoleon launched a plan for embellishing the
town. The ramparts were destroyed and the old
Genoese district opened out onto the extension
of the Piazza di l’Olmo, (current-day place Foch,
better known by locals under the name place des
Palmiers), the construction of a port and new
residential areas.
...
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Napoleon I’s glory permeated the urban fabric

...
The metamorphosis of Ajaccio had begun and the
town gained the status of regional capital and was
at last accessible by sea and supplied with drinking
water. It continued during the Restoration
period (1815-1831) with the development of
footpaths, sewer drains and the embellishment
of thoroughfares through the planting of palm
trees and orange trees. The Prefecture and the
Town Hall were built, supervised by Alphonse de
Gisors. The private mansions of the wealthy Pozzo
di Borgo and Peraldi families saw the light of day,
as did the theatre, the work of François Levie and
Jérôme Maglioli and the navy cemetery on route
des Sanguinaires, U Cannicciu.
During the second half of the 19th century, Ajaccio
was revolutionized by the projects of Cardinal
Joseph Fesch, Napoleon Bonaparte’s uncle. At the
very heart of the Borgu, now known as rue Fesch,
he launched a development project to create a
study institute so that young Corsicans could
benefit from quality higher education.
A year after the Cardinal’s death, in 1840, the
central body of the building was assigned by the
municipality to the army for a certain period then
finally became the Musée Fesch hosting works
of art which the Cardinal had bequeathed to the
town. The Palais Fesch Musée des Beaux-Arts,
inaugurated on 15 August 1858 accommodates
one of the world’s most exquisite collections of
portraits dedicated to the imperial family. The
work initiated by Napoleon I and Cardinal Fesch
was completed under the reign of Napoleon III
with the Imperial Chapel and the current-day
heritage library.

“

The metamorphosis of
Ajaccio is engaged and
the city passes to a status
of regional capital finally
accessible by the sea and
supplied with drinking
water

”
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Under Napoleon III, the Napoleonic
identity became established
During this period, Ajaccio enjoyed prosperity
which was «intimately entwined with Napoleonic
memory», states a source.
Napoleon I’s glory permeated the urban fabric.
Ajaccio would become the Imperial City. Under
the influence of Napoleon III, public squares were
developed, the Piazza di l’Olmo was embellished. It
would host the first statue dedicated to the memory
of Napoleon I, a sculpture made by Massimiliano
Laboureur. Place Abattucci and the statue of its
general prefigured the district which would be
developed under the 3rd Republic around the
courthouse (1870-1873), the prison (1874-1875) and
the police station (1888-1889).
In 1865, the monument to the glory of Napoleon
I and his four brothers was inaugurated on the
current-day place du Général de Gaulle (formerly
place du Diamant) and its construction was
overseen by Jérôme Napoléon and the architect
Viollet-le-Duc. Napoleon III aspired to make
Ajaccio a seaside resort devoted to luxury tourism.
To do this, he also initiated the construction of
the waterfront promenade (boulevard Lantivy)
(1862-1865), the Grand cours (current-day cours
Grandval) which would lead to the development of
the district known as «des Étrangers».

The urban plan would also favour commercial
activity around the boulevard du roi Jérôme,
future business district.

“

On June 10, 1801, Napoleon
will then launch a plan
beautification
from the city

”
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Napoleonic celebrations
at the very heart of the City

Key events
In April
« Ajaccio : l’enfance de Napoléon » (Ajaccio: Napoleon’s childhood)
From 5 April to 7 July
Musée national de la Maison Bonaparte

The Musée national de la Maison Bonaparte proposes an
exhibition created «from late, frequently anecdotal writings, recalling
the Bonapartes’ lifestyle, their everyday life, and portraits that are
totally imaginary yet sketched based on personality traits which we are
aware of concerning their inhabitants» explains Jean-Marc Olivesi,
General Heritage Curator and Director of the Musée national
de la Maison Bonaparte. Recent research carried out by Antoine
Marie Graziani, who was associated with this project, offers an
opportunity to establish a social setting.

«

The Bonaparte, a noble family amongst the most prominent in the city, could not however have
dreamt of exceptional destinies based solely on their birth. It took the exceptional skills of some of them,
their sense of historic opportunity, their eye for weighing up their contemporaries, their total trust in
education and training, their incredible will to work to get there , recounts Jean-Marc Olivesi.

»

Each portrait of this gallery of imaginary ancestors is illuminated by a comic strip narrating
iconic episodes of the life of the character by Charles Cianfarani.The designer Valérie Santarelli,
for her part, once again declined the Empire in her own way and with subtle humor, a map of
family territorial attributions. Joseph, Elisa, Jerome, Lucien represented in a bowling game.
Then, on a turntable, will follow nine skits of the childhood of Napoleon in Ajaccio, made by
Frédéric Pierrot with Playmobils. This exhibition is primarily intended for schoolchildren.
More information: musees-nationaux-malmaison.fr/musee-maisonbonaparte/

Ville Impériale brand general assembly

Friday 12 and Saturday 13 April 2019
Salle du Conseil Municipal – Hôtel de Ville (City Hall)
For the first time ever, Ajaccio is hosting the general assembly for the Villes
Impériales, a network which brings together French towns and cities which
have rich imperial heritage legacy and history related to the first and/or
second Empire periods (cf framed p.6).
Programme on ajaccio.fr
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In May
Mass celebrating the anniversary of
Napoleon’s death
Sunday 5 May –10am
Imperial chapel

Tribute ceremony celebrating the anniversary of
Napoleon I’s death. Mass followed by laying of wreaths.

In June
« Un soir chez la Princesse Mathilde,
une Bonaparte et les Arts » (An
evening at Princess Mathilde’s, a
Bonaparte and the Arts) exhibition
From 27 June to 30 September
Palais Fesch

In line with the exhibitions dedicated to
members of the Bonaparte family and their
relationships with the arts (Lucien Bonaparte,
un homme libre, 2010; Caroline, sœur de Napoléon, reine des arts, 2017), the Palais Fesch has
decided to organize an exhibition devoted to
Napoleon III’s cousin, whose closeness to the
world of arts and literature made her one of the
most prominent figures of the second half of
the 19th century.
In her salons located in the rue de Courcelles
and the rue de Berri, as well as in her property
in Saint-Gratien, this niece of Napoleon
would welcome the greatest names of French
Portrait of princesse Mathilde - Edouard-Louis Dubufe - châteaux de
literature (Gustave Flaubert, Théophile Gautier,
Versailles et de Trianon
Sainte-Beuve, Goncourt brothers… and
fascinated Marcel Proust), as well as a myriad
of artists (Giraud, Hébert, Cabanel, Meissonier,
Fromentin…) whose works she collected.
This project is devised around sections concerning her exile to Italy, her own artistic career, her
various residences and, above all, the links between her artistic tastes and her literary salon (parlour),
reconsidered in light of new documents. This exhibition was created in partnership with the Musée
d’Orsay and the Musée national du Château de Compiègne, with the exceptional support of the City
of Paris Musée des Arts Décoratifs, the Musée national des châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon and
the Musée Hébert de La Tronche.
musee-fesch.com
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Ajaccio carnaval,
« Napoléon fait son cinéma »

Saturday 29 June at 8pm, the carnaval parade leaves from place
Abbatucci, arrives at 9:45pm
Kids’ village, place Foch and place Abbatucci, 4pm-7pm
Fancy-dress ball, with live DJ - 10pm

Napi in coronation robes

For the 250th anniversary of Napoleon Bonaparte’s birth, the
«majesty» float will represent the Emperor’s coronation during
this 4th edition of the Ajaccio carnaval.
The front of the parade will centre stage troupes (aka troops)
which will celebrate the coronation by playing out historic
scenes, weaving their way through dressed in period costumes,
imperial majorettes disguised as «Grognards», the name given to
Napoleon’s ‘Old Guard’ … The fire brigade will have their float
paying tribute to the man who, back in 1811, created the battalion of
sappers in charge of the City of Paris fire pumps. Other characters
from the world of Cinema will animate the parade: Hannibal, the
mechanical elephant and Bollywood troupes, the magical world of
the Little Mermaid, the heavenly dragons from the film the Last
Emperor and Harry Potter proposed by the Municipality and the
CAPA (Urban Community of Greater Ajaccio).
ajaccio.fr and capa.corsica

In July
« Peins-moi Napoléon » (Paint me
Napoleon) competition

Beginning of July to end August
Espace Jean Schiavo at the OIT (Intermunicipal tourist office)
The unfinished portrait of General Bonaparte - Jacques-Louis
The City of Ajaccio is actively involved in
David 1798
disseminating Napoleon’s image throughout all
aspects of city life including artistic creation.
To promote the 250th anniversary of Napoleon’s birth, the painter Pierre Farel imagined organizing a
painting competition entitled «Peins-moi Napoléon» (Paint me Napoleon). Alongside this competition
organized by the City Hall of Ajaccio, the Académie de Corse (education board) proposes an artistic
project entitled «Dessine-moi Napoléon» (Sketch me Napoleon) for municipal primary schools, yet
again on Pierre Farel’s initiative.

ajaccio.fr
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In August
The Prix du Mémorial (the
Memorial Prize)

Friday 2 August, from 11:30am onwards
Palais Fesch
The Prix du Mémorial is a major literary award
which celebrated its 40 years of existence in 2018.
This event takes place over one day and traditionally
as follows:
- medal of the City presented by the Mayor or an
elected representative;
- conference held in the Grand Gallery of Palais
Fesch by the prizewinner;
- around 6:30pm prix du mémorial award
ceremony in the Musée Fesch courtyard followed
by a cocktail reception.

Ajaccio Napoleonic Days - 1769 –2019.
From Bonaparte to Napoleon I
On 13, 14 and 15 August

15
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Napoleon Bonaparte, child of Ajaccio, born on 15 August 1769, born into a
modest family, proved himself to be the best in Europe by becoming Emperor
at the age of thirty-five!
This history began back in the 16th century whenever the first Bonapartes
established themselves in Ajaccio where they were initially simple anonymous
people before imposing themselves in local society. Their course of destiny
changed during the 18th century, in the middle of the Age of Enlightenment,
whenever Charles-Marie Bonaparte, full of ambition for his children, did his
utmost to develop the family wealth.
The result is one-of-a-kind in the history of Humanity, as among his children
there would be an emperor, three kings, a queen, a prince, a princess and a
grand duchess. Napoleon, Joseph, Louis, Jérôme, Caroline, Lucien, Elisa and
Pauline would reign over Europe for almost twenty years.
For this anniversary year, the Napoleonic Days, organized by the OIT (Intermunicipal tourist office) from 13 to 15 August, will pay a resounding tribute to
Napoleon, child of Ajaccio!!
Events, exhibitions, dances, bivouac, Empire-style music, changing of the
guard, re-enactments, sparring, relive these historic moments...
Detailed programme on ajaccio-tourisme.com
Events offered by the Pays d’Ajaccio Tourist Office

In September
Exposition
« La correspondance des Bonaparte »
(Exchanges between the Bonapartes)
14 September – 14 October
Fesch Heritage Library

On 6 December 1976, Christiane Sportuno-Coty,
daughter of the perfumer François Coty and
generous patron, bequeathed a series of 18 letters to
the City to enrich the municipal library’s collection.
These autograph documents, each bearing witness
to a key or moving moment in the life of this
illustrious family, will be presented for the first time
to the Ajaccio public. The exhibition aims to unveil
the history and context of these letters.
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Amongst these, the public will have
the opportunity to discover partially
unpublished military correspondence
from Napoleon I, a moving letter from
Empress Marie-Louise, a key letter from
Madam Mother, various exchanges from
the exiled siblings, as well as letters from
Charles the father and Charles, Lucien’s
son.
David Chanteranne, exhibition curator,
historian and art historian, graduate of the
Paris-Sorbonne University, journalist and
writer
bibliotheque.ajaccio.fr

In October
Return from Egypt commemoration
Saturday 5 October

On October 1, 1799, four ships approach the Ajaccian coasts. A boat goes to meet them: «Where
are you from? Says Roch Donzella to the frigate La Muiron. «From Egypt. Replied his admiral.
«From Egypt? Do you have any news from General Bonaparte? The latter shows himself: «I’m fine.
Two hundred and twenty years later, Le Thé à Trois invites us to relive that day and to rediscover,
through this ambulatory show, different places of the city: the beach of Saint-François, the forecourt of the cathedral, the threshold of Casa Bonaparte and the Place Foch. Over the course of his
journey, the general will show his emotion in the sight of his family - including his old nurse, Camilla Ilari - and we will share his plans for work for his hometown, enlightened by four scholars,
upset by their stay in Egypt . The planning of these works, implemented by Napoleon III, initiated
the development of the city and its access to modernity; Indeed, the urban articulation of Ajaccio
today meets this initial vision. A walk all public and colorful, directed by Paul Grenier.
This reconstruction was wanted and produced by the Office of Tourism of the country of Ajaccio
as part of the celebration of this exceptional year.
The theatrical creations of the company Thé Thé à Trois continue to amaze us with their richness
and inventiveness. The company also conducts many artistic education activities in the area, close
to a wide variety of audiences.
Show offered by the Tourist Office of the country of Ajaccio, Downtown Ajaccio - AJACCIO
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LUME - Napoleon and his Family
From 17 to 19 October at the heart
of the city

Three evenings of night-time strolls through
the city centre, interspersed with appearances
of characters video projected onto a dozen sites,
representing the members of Napoleon’s family.
These 2- to 3-minute short sequences will be
performed in French, in Corsican and in English. The dialogues will be written based on the
exchanges between the Bonapartes, accounts of
the times and the writings of the Bishop de Las
Cases on Saint Helena.
As a highlight, a Monumental Mapping will be rolled out on an exceptional site, tracing Napoleon’s
history through images, his first years on the island, the French Revolution, his extraordinary political
rise, his coronation and his military conquests.
Events offered by the OIT (Inter-municipal tourist office)
ajaccio-tourisme.com

In December
Re-enactment of
Napoleon I’s coronation
Monday 2 December

Under development, more information soon
Events offered by the OIT (Inter-municipal tourist
office)
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Exhibitions, conferences,
theatre, music …
Ajaccio Napoleonic-style
In April
Cycle of films and documentaries
dedicated to Napoleon, his family, his times
Saturday 20 April - Espace Diamant

- 2pm screening of the film «Adieu Bonaparte»
- 4:30pm Abel Gance documentary.
Once a month a screening will be devoted to
Napoleon and may be watched via the site.
espace-diamant.ajaccio.fr

Bonap’, Napoléon a dix sept ans …
et toutes ses dents by Paul Grenier,
En avril 2019, à Ajaccio,
un spectacle jeune public de Paul Grenier
dans la grande galerie du Palais Fesch
avec Guilhem Vion,
Simone Grenier,
Jean-Marie Orsini
et Paul Grenier

BONAP’
Troisième volet

Déambulation théâtrale tout public de Paul Grenier
Avec Simone Grenier
et Paul Grenier

1786 Napoléon a dix-sept ans…et toutes ses dents.
Avec Simone Grenier

Photo: Le Thé à Trois

et Paul Grenier

avec
Simone GRENIER,
et Paul GRENIER

Du mardi 23 au samedi 27 avril à 15h : gratuit
Spectacle inclus avec l’entrée au Musée: 8€ adultes, 5€ tarif réduits, gratuit moins de 18 ans

Jauge limitée à 80 personnes - réservations : 04 95 26 26 26

Une création du Thé à Trois

www.letheatrois.com

www.musee-fesch.com

from 23 to 27 April at 3pm – free admission –
Palais Fesch - Musée des Beaux-Arts
As part of its young audience Activities programme, the Palais
Fesch - musée des Beaux-Arts of Ajaccio presents BONAP’ by
Paul Grenier performed by the company Le Thé à Trois with
Guilhem Vion, Simone Grenier, Jean-Marie Orsini and Paul
Grenier.
The public will be immersed in Napoleon’s life as seen through
the eyes of his biographer Jean-Louis Picot de Moras. At the
beginning of the plot, Napoleon is only 17 years old. The date
is mid-September 1786. He’s back in Ajaccio after 7 years of
absence and intends to make the most of his holidays ...
«Picot unfastens the red cord and invites the public to enter
in. Napoleon is sleeping, slumped over in an armchair. At each
end of the long table – covered with a white tablecloth and red
runner – a coffee cup and a small plate with a knife sitting on
top. The public sits down».
The plot can now begin.
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« Le Souper »

A play by Jean Claude Brisville
Directed by: Daniel & William Mesguich
26 April - Espace Diamant

Republic and monarchy confront each other
here mercilessly with a large dose of deceitful,
spiritual and cynic cunning, which is perhaps
the commencement of all-things political.
«Daniel Mesguich in Talleyrand’s shoes, his son William as the stone-cold Fouché. The 2 actors serve up an
exquisite supper in a masterful standoff… We consume this supper with relish, so close to the actors that we
seem to actually be inside their pockets». Le parisien
espace-diamant.ajaccio.fr

In May
Exhibition of sculptures of Napoleon by the artist
Laurent Silvani
May - Espace Diamant entrance hall

Installation of a single sculpture model of the
bust of Napoleon showcased in three sizes
and a myriad of colours.
Laurent Silvani is a visual artist with a
highly original pop-style world, which he has
developed over time. He adores flashy colours
and misrepresented portraits.
Born in Ajaccio in 1973, he undertook visual arts studies at Aix en Provence University then went
on to attend the prestigious École Boulle. In 2015, he was the winner of the competition organized
by the City of Ajaccio as part of the carnaval revival project, to illustrate the Napi.
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Napoleonic conferences at the Palais
Fesch - Arthur Chevallier, author of «

Napoléon par ceux qui l’ont connu » and «
Napoléon sans Bonaparte »
Thursday 9 May at 6:30pm
Grand Gallery at the Palais Fesch
More information on
musee-fesch.com

In June
Les Bonaparte : une famille corse

From Monday 3 June to Saturday 8 June at 6pm
Creation by Orlando Forioso, 7 scenes performed
in the Musée Fesch courtyard Admission charge
TeatrEuropa de Corse presents the first-ever
theatrical saga about the Bonapartes.
With expert guidance from Jean-Marc Olivesi,
Director of the Maison Bonaparte, Orlando
Forioso continues to showcase the Bonapartes
through a series of multilingual dialogues.
Language: Corsican, French, Italian
Age groups: All audiences
Event duration: 1 hour
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« Napoléon, les chefs d’œuvres des
collections de la ville d’Ajaccio »,
(Napoleon, masterpieces from the City of
Ajaccio collections)
Volume to be published in June

As part of the 250th anniversary of the birth of
Napoleon Bonaparte, this volume complements the
temporary exhibition «De Greuze à Canniccioni, dix ans
d’enrichissement des collections du Palais Fesch» (From
Greuze to Canniccioni, ten years of enhancing the
Palais Fesch collections) proposed to the public
from 30 November 2018 to 4 March 2019. The active
Napoleonic heritage policy is promoted here and we
discover upcoming actions. The exhibition offered the
opportunity to rediscover hidden treasures of Ajaccio’s
heritage. The City of Ajaccio can take great pride, thanks
to the Bonapartes, in particular Napoleon I, Napoleon III
and Cardinal Fesch, in being an Imperial City, birthplace
of this fantastic dynasty and boasting internationallyrenowned artistic heritage.
musee-fesch.com

The Imperial picnic

Saturday 13 July at 11am
Jardin des Milelli

Intervention on the history of Milelli by Philippe Perfettini, «Choreographic» animations
(apprenticeships, performances), vintage games (Colin Maillard, croquet, card games), staging of picnic (setting up a cold buffet).
Prices: adults 30 euros - Children: 15 euros,
prices include meals, transportation from the
Tourist Office to the Milleli Park and entertainment.
Ticketing at the Tourist Office
Milelli Park - Alata Route
AJACCIO

François Pascal Simon, Baron GERARD
(Rome, 1770 - Paris, 1837)
Portrait of Caroline Bonaparte,
Queen of Naples

In July
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In September

« Ma vie est un roman »
(My life is a story)
2 to 30 September
Media library network

In partnership with the Empreintes
Impériales association.
It will showcase the key moments of
Napoleon I’s life in an entertaining
way. It will move around the four
media libraries of the network.
The exhibition will also be used as a tool for an original creation of the game Nap’quizz focusing on
the history of Napoleon I. All the participants will win a historic, philatelic gift: an envelope bearing
the stamp issued in 1969 for the bicentenary of Napoleon’s birth, cancelled on its first day of issue.
Bibliothèque.ajaccio.fr
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Focus
The 36th edition of European Heritage Days

From Saturday 21 to Sunday 22 September, theme: « Arts and
Entertainment », organized by the French Ministry for Culture
On this occasion, the City of Ajaccio invites to discover or rediscover its heritage related
to Napoleon. All the activities are proposed over the two days:

The Palais Fesch and the Imperial Chapel
Meeting point: Palais Fesch, 50 rue du Cardinal Fesch
Visit times: From 9:15am to 6pm
Visit duration: Free visit
As is the case every year, the Palais Fesch-musée des Beaux-arts and the Imperial Chapel
will be accessible to the public free of charge for free visits during Heritage Days. Visitors
will have the opportunity to discover all the collections, from the famous Italian primitive
painters to the masterpieces of the Napoleonic collections and, of course, the collections
of Corsican paintings.

Sur les pas de Napoléon (In Napoleon’s footsteps)
Meeting point: Place d’Austerlitz, under the statue of Napoléon I
Visit start time: 9:30am (rendezvous 10 minutes before the visit starts)
Visit duration: around 2 hours
By following in Napoleon’s
footsteps and accompanied by
Philippe Perfettini, Ajaccio Municipal Heritage Curator, participants will discover the iconic
sites of the Imperial City as well
as a few hidden gems (this visit
does not include museum visits).
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Milelli, from the olive grove to
the arboretum, three centuries of
natural history
Meeting point: Domaine des Milelli, route des
Milelli
Visit start time: 10am and 4pm (rendezvous 10
minutes before the visit starts)
Visit duration:
around 11/2 hours (wear walking shoes)
Accompanied by Marc Chiappe, botanist guide, participants will discover the history of the Bonaparte
olive grove as well as a myriad of natural species (fauna and flora) disseminated throughout the
property, and the arboretum. This visit also offers participants an aromatherapy initiation session.

In October
« Napoléon à Sainte Hélène »
(Napoleon on Saint Helena)
Napoleonic conferences at the
Palais Fesch

10 October - 6:30pm - Free admission
Grand Gallery at the Palais Fesch
Conference hosted by Philippe Perfettini,
Ajaccio Municipal Heritage Curator.

Lady Lever Museum of Liverpool, Great Britain

« Vie de Napoléon par lui-même » by André Malraux
Heritage library
17, 18, 19 October at 6pm
Heritage library

Compagnie Neneka
Sitcom reading in three episodes.
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In December
« 2 décembre 1804, 2 décembre 1805... Les 2 décembre de Napoléon »
Napoleonic conferences at the Palais Fesch
5 December - 6:30pm - Free admission
Grand Gallery at the Palais Fesch

The Battle of Austerlitz
François Gérard,
Château de Versailles.

From May to November
The Napoleonic Rendezvous
Imperial balls of the First and
of the Second Empire

At Espace Jean Schiavo, the Ajaccian
associations introduce you to a section
of imperial history through a onehour show. Relive the atmosphere
of the imperial balls of the First and
Second Empire, learn the history of
the two Emperors with our speakers
or our actors, and discover the music
of the time!
Imperial footprints: Friday, September
6th at 19:00
Imperial footprints: Friday, October
25 at 19:00
Kalliste Valses: Friday, November 15 at
18:00
Imperial Dances: Friday, October 4th
at 18:00
Imperial Dances: Friday, November 8
at 18:00
Free entrance - Tourist Office of the
Pays d’Ajaccio - Espace Jean Schiavo
3 bd King Jerome - AJACCIO
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From June to September - The Napoleonic Rendezvous
Changing of the Imperial Guard - Place Foch
Every Thursday of the months of July and August (except 15/08), at 19h,
Place Foch, and exceptionally this year extended to the 6, 20, 27 of June
and the 5, 12 and 26 of September.

Relive these historic moments for 45 minutes through the light infantry of the Imperial Guard
who will immerse you at the very heart of the splendour of the Empire through their changing of the guard, reviewing of troops and drum-led marching.
Events offered by the OIT (Inter-municipal tourist office)

Cycle « Les ennemis de Napoléon »
(Napoleon’s enemies)

16 April, 28 May, 25 June, 24 September,
22 October, 17 December - 2pm
Grand Gallery at the Palais Fesch

A mediation programme has been rolled
out since 2015 with the Maison des Aînés
(Activities for seniors) and proposes
activities to its members focusing on
Napoleonic history. The first year was
devoted to Napoleon’s life whereas
the second was dedicated to the whole
Bonaparte family. This year, the theme
selected focuses on Napoleon’s entourage
and descendants. Actions carried out
under the Ville et Pays d’Art et d’Histoire
label (City and Region of Art and History)
bring together the City of Ajaccio and
the CIAS (Intercommunity social action
centre) to offer members of the Maison
des Aînés (Activities for seniors) the
opportunity to access a memory trail
based on Napoleonic history and on the
discovery or rediscovery of the city’s key
Napoleonic sites. Every month, Maison
des Aînés (Activities for seniors) members
get together in the Grand Gallery at the
Palais Fesch to talk about Napoleonic
history.
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Theater - Napoleon the Trial
Friday, September 13 at 19:00
Napoleon or Bonaparte? The emperor or the republican? Who do we remember today? And the posterity? Who did she keep?
A show that revisits History, which tells the story
of the Emperor Corsica set to music by Paul Mancini. A spectacular trial, the confrontation by the
thought of the lawyer of Napoleon Bonaparte and
the Posterity, with the voice of Francis Huster in the
role of Napoleon.
In this show, Paul Mancini, and Géraldine Szajman,
retrace the life and actions of Bonaparte, from the
man to the military, from the republican to his coronation. They propose to the public to become a
juror and to decide on his final and eternal exile or
his acquittal and rehabilitation.
Did Napoleon kill Bonaparte? Did he betray him?
What will be the last word of posterity? And that of
the spectators ... And you for whom will you vote?
«Gentlemen, Judges, my client will not be here, he is listening to us from above and he will be very
sensitive to the precious time that you will spend judging him. Do not doubt for a moment your final
verdict. However, the dice being loaded in advance, my duty here is not to defend it, which it makes fun
of, but to proclaim loudly the truth in the face of immortality. «
Adult price: 10 euros
Child rate - 12 years old: 8 euros
Tourist Office of the Pays d’Ajaccio - Espace Jean Schiavo Tourist Office of the Pays d’Ajaccio

Empire Music - The Aria Orchestra and the Hunters Music
on foot of the Imperial Guard
On Friday, September 27 at 19:00
On Fridays, in Espace Jean Schiavo, Ajaccian associations introduce you to a section of imperial history through a one-hour show.
Relive the atmosphere of the imperial balls of the First and Second Empire, learn the history of the
two Emperors with our speakers or our actors, and discover the music of the time!
Animation offered by the Tourist Office of the Pays d’Ajaccio.
Square of the Tourist Office of Ajaccio - AJACCIO
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« Napoléon, l’Empire et la musique » (Napoleon, the Empire and the
music) - Napoleonic concerts by the Duo Erato - Saturday 16 May, Thurs-

day 18 July, Saturday 19 October, Saturday 7 December - 6:30pm
Grand Gallery at the Palais Fesch - Free admission

As a tribute to the 250th anniversary of Napoleon’s birth,
the Duo Erato proposes a concert around the Emperor and
music. This performance aims to present the Emperor’s love
of music in general and opera in particular in a fresh, new
way.
The programme focuses on melodies, romances, music from
operas and instrumental pieces, interspersed with historic
elements and anecdotes about the various composers, the
Emperor and his family’s musical tastes, the role of salons
(parlours) for Empire-period nobility …
Two performers will embellish this programme:
Jean-Jacques Ottaviani and Laura Sibella.
Four performances are scheduled between spring and
winter 2019.
More information on
musee-fesch.com

Throughout the year, a campaign
in partnership with the Ajaccio AOP (PDO)
winemakers.

Organized by the OIT (Inter-municipal tourist office)
This campaign, launched on 26 January 2019, on Saint
Vincent’s Day, the Patron Saint of vine workers, against
the prestigious backdrop of the Palais Fesch - Musée des
Beaux-Arts, involves 16 Ajaccio AOP (PDO) winemakers.
For the occasion, 500 bottles of wine were branded with
a numbered medallion, stamped above their label, as a
tribute to the 250th anniversary. The bottles numbered 1
to 16 were auctioned during Saint Vincent celebrations,
as were distinguished vintage Ajaccio wines, a charity
sale led by Dominique Peretti, sommelier and winner of
the Grand Prix International des Vins de Corse 2019. The
remaining 484 bottles will be sold in the cellars of the
AOP (PDO) winemakers over 2019.
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Ajaccio associations
keeping Napoleonic memory alive
The Ajaccio associations which keep Napoleonic memory alive are present on all symbolic events and, in
particular, lead the OIT-organized Napoleonic Days. Each works in their respective fields to immerse us
in the opulent periods of the First and Second Empire.

The association of the 2e régiment
des
chasseurs à pied de la garde
Décembre
(2nd regiment of the light infantry
of the Imperial Guard)
The association of the 2e régiment des
chasseurs à pied de la garde (2nd regiment
of the light infantry of the Imperial Guard)
revives the daily life of the «Grognards»,
the name given to Napoleon’s ‘Old Guard’,
Napoleon Bonaparte’s most loyal henchmen,
made up of grenadiers and hunters. The
association proposes historic re-enactments
of great battles, keeping to the customs and
practices of the time.

Association Ajaccio Méditerranée
Since 2006, this association has been performing for Napoleonic events with around
twenty bit players who represent the Military
Staff close to the Emperor and include, in
particular, the inner circle, his ministers and
Madam Mother, Laetitia Bonaparte.

© Ajaccio Méditerrannée

The associations «Danses
Impériales», «Empreinte
Impériale» and «Danses Valses
Kallisté» immerse us in First and
Second Empire lifestyle
Although Napoleon’s military life is the
favourite subject for many associations
perpetuating Napoleonic memory, the
associations «Les Danses impériales Ajaccio»
(1st Empire), «Empreintes Impériales» (2nd
Empire), and «Danses Valses Kallisté» (2nd
Empire) have chosen to invite the public to
discover a little-known aspect of court life
under Napoleon I and under Napoleon III.
They create historic re-enactments focusing
on the Empire’s splendour and the great
balls held during these periods.
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©ARIA

Orchestre Aria and its Empire section
Although the amateur Ajaccio Orchestre ARIA is more inclined to light music, it has
established an EMPIRE section since 2007. It is comprised of some thirty members.
For Napoleonic memory events, they created the DRUMS - FANFARE (military band) of the
2nd regiment of the light infantry of the Imperial Guard. This section comprises some twenty
musicians.

The Great Army health service offering
assistance to war-wounded.
Since 1998, an association chaired by its founder
Gaston Leroux-Lenci has chosen to revive the tradition
of the Napoleonic Great Army health service.
Gaston Leroux-Lenci is Commanding Officer of the French
citizens’ reserve force for the
French Defence Health Service
and is also an independent nurse
in Ajaccio. The highest military
authorities labelled this association promoting the tradition of
the army health service on 13 May
2007, which means it has become
unique in France in this field.

© Corse-Matin
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2019 the year of

great projects

A future Napoleonic museum at the heart of the City

A

Napoleonic salon, Ajaccio City Hall

study is being undertaken on the current-day City Hall for the renovation
of the Napoleonic Salon, future Napoleonic museum, within the Ajaccio 2030
programme. This renovation, part of the City centre requalification scheme, achieves
several objectives: to offer a new hospitality aspect for users, to establish a real
Napoleonic museum in the city, to boost attractiveness outside the island and to
provide this building with functionality in line with the Ajaccio 2030 development
challenges.
The scientific itinerary will focus on promoting the Bonaparte dynasty, whilst
highlighting the reigns of Napoleon I and Napoleon III. The guiding thread will be
the opportunity to go back to Napoleon Bonaparte’s emergence on/from the island at
the end of the Age of Enlightenment, to follow him through to his apotheosis under
the First Empire and to conclude with the glorious alliance-building games of the
Second Empire.
This study should be finalized by December 2019.
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Embellishing
Casone,
Napoleonic

memorial

T

he Casone site, dedicated to Emperor Napoleon I, is an important memorial
for the City of Ajaccio. Its renovation is part of an overall strategy for promoting
Ajaccio’s heritage and in particular the legacy left by the Emperor. The wish is to
make this place a highly symbolic one. This programme is designed to be rolled out
over three years and will consist in redeveloping the square. For 2019, the work to be
completed during the 2nd half of the year focuses on creating a forecourt in front of
the entrance. Levelling the surface of the square is to be taken into account. Areas for
strolling, new lighting and plantations will be designed to ensure local visitors and
tourists alike enjoy a new experience.
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Open-air museum
The City of Ajaccio is in charge of the creation of a Centre d’Interprétation de
l’Architecture et du Patrimoine (CIAP - Heritage and Architecture Interpretation
Centre). It is designed to promote the City’s heritage so as to forge a cultural identity
and to develop economic activity.
This tool is made available to all towns and cities which are «Ville et Pays d’Art et
d’Histoire» (City and Region of Art and History) labelled. The City of Ajaccio was
granted the label in 2013. It offers the City the opportunity to include its heritage
features in a narrative, to link them to the revitalization of the heart of the City and, as
such, to boost visibility and touristic attractiveness.

The future CIAP (Heritage and Architecture Interpretation
Centre), which will be finalized at the beginning of December
2019, will offer immersion into local heritage and will
propose a range of heritage discovery itineraries across the
municipal territory on an area covering the Parata, Capo di
Feno, the Château de la Punta and the Citadel. Amongst the
themes addressed, the accent will be placed on Napoleon,
his family and their relationship with their home town.
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Following the Emperor’s footsteps
via the «Destination Napoleon» European
cultural route

E

uropean cultural routes are catalysts for economic, social and touristic
development across regions whilst offering populations the opportunity
to appropriate their local heritage. The 1987-launched Council of Europecertified scheme greatly boosts touristic and economic attractiveness, as can be
seen from the first two cultural routes established - the routes of Santiago de
Compostela and the route focusing on the rural environment across Belgium
and Luxembourg.
The City of Ajaccio perceived the opportunity to boost Ajaccio’s attractiveness
nationally and internationally via its strategy for promoting the Napoleonic
image. Through its involvement with the European Federation of Napoleonic
Cities, the City was awarded the «Destination Napoleon» label in 2015. Supported
by the European Federation of Napoleonic Cities, Ajaccio coordinates the local
Corsican Steering Committee (CPL) hand-in-hand with the municipality of
Corte.
A study is currently underway as to working together to imagine future actions
to be initiated and to develop this Napoleonic route on a local level.
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Telephone: +33 (0)6 67 96 11 03
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Palais Fesch Musée des Beaux-Arts
Philippe Perfettini - Municipal Heritage Curator
Telephone: +33 (0)4 95 26 26 29
Mail: phperfettini.musee@ville-ajaccio.fr
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